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Research and Creative Endeavors by Hamilton Faculty

A listing of all publications, exhibitions, and performances appearing in 2006 or scheduled in 2006 to appear at a later date.
If, as we claim, one's teaching is informed by one's scholarship and creativity, then Hamilton's classrooms, laboratories and studios offer some of the most lively and dynamic learning environments of any college campus in the United States.

As evidence of such a claim, I surveyed the College's faculty and academic support personnel about their scholarly and creative activity for the 2006-07 year and compiled their responses into the accompanying bibliography. It includes journal articles, books, music scores, exhibitions and performances. There are approximately 375 entries on the work of more than 125 faculty members. In some notable examples, students and recent alumni serve as co-authors for published papers. What productivity on the part of a spectacular teaching faculty! We expect students to make their voices heard on important issues, and our faculty members serve as professional role models. The research that contributes to their disciplines informs and deepens the knowledge and pedagogy that they bring to the classroom. Hamilton students are the beneficiaries of this activity.

Scholarship and creative work contribute to the teaching paradigm at Hamilton College. An emphasis on undergraduate research, meaningful advising, and an ability to communicate one's ideas clearly and compellingly also play important roles in the way students learn at Hamilton. I hope you are as pleased and impressed with the productivity evidenced on these pages as I was in compiling our faculty's many accomplishments.

Sincerely,

Joseph Urgo
Dean of Faculty
Adair, Vivyan – Women’s Studies


Adams, John - Communication


Ambrose, Doug - History


Anechiarico, Frank - Government

Bailey, David –Geosciences


Bailey, Mark – Computer Science


Bartle, John – Russian Studies


Beck, Charlotte – Archaeology


Bedient, Richard - Mathematics

**Borton, Jennifer - Psychology**


**Boutin, Debra – Mathematics**


**Bradfield, James – Economics**


**Brewer, Karen – Chemistry**


**Burr, Jean - Psychology**


**Cafruny, Alan – Government**


**Campbell, Alistair – Computer Science**


**Cannavo, Peter – Government**

Cannavò, Peter F., "Confronting Postmodern Uncertainty: Political Lessons from Cultural Practice" *Political Theory*. Forthcoming..


**Carter, Rand – Art History**


**Chambliss, Dan – Sociology**


**Chang, Wei-Jen – Biology**


Chung, Haeng-ja – Anthropology


Chung, Hye Seung – Asian Studies


Cockburn, Sally – Mathematics


Cockburn, Sally, Ben Coleman, Kay Somers, and R. Bruce Mattingly. “Some Problems are NP-Harder than Others.” Module 06-1, DIMACS
de Swaan, Sylvia - Art


Domack, Cynthia - Geosciences


Domack, Eugene - Geosciences


Drogus, Carol – Government


Elgren, Tim – Chemistry


Ellingson, Stephen – Sociology


Ericson, Randall – Library

Ericson, Randall, ed. *American Communal Societies Quarterly.*

Franklin, A. Todd – Philosophy


Georges, Christophre – Economics


Gilbert, Dennis – Sociology


Gold, Barbara – Classics


Goldberg, Steve – Art History


Grant, Kevin


Guttman, Naomi – English


Guyot-Bender, Martine – French


Hagstrom, Paul – Economics


Hamessley, Lydia – Music


Herold, Ken – Library


Hirshfield, Stuart – Computer Science

Humphries-Brooks, Stephenson – Religious Studies


Irons, Jenny – Sociology


Isserman, Maurice – History


Jensen, Elizabeth – Economics


Jin, Hong Gang – East Asian Languages and Literature


Jones, Camille – Chemistry


Jones, Derek – Economics


Jones, George T. – Archaeology


Jones, Gordon – Physics


Kamiya, Masaaki – East Asian Languages and Literature

Kantrowitz, Robert – Mathematics


Keller, Shoshana – History

______. “Story, Time and Dependent Nationhood in the Uzbek History Curriculum.” *Slavic Review*. Forthcoming.

Kinnel, Robin – Chemistry


Klinkner, Philip – Government


Kodat, Catherine Gunther – English


Krueger, Roberta – French

LaDousa, Chaise – Anthropology


Latrell, Craig – Theater


LeMasurier, Michelle – Mathematics

LeMasurier, Michelle. “Nonstandard topics for student presentations in differential equations.” *PRIMUS*. 16, no.4 (December 2006).


Li, Cheng – Government


MacDonald, Scott – English


Major, Seth – Physics


Martin, Robert – Government


McEnroe, John – Art History


McKee, Tara – Psychology


Odamtten, Vincent – English


**Omori, Kyoko – East Asian Languages and Literatures**


**O’Neal, John – French**


________. “Tales from Tunisia.” *La Gazette (Hamilton College)*, October 2006.

________. “Two Uticas with One Spirit of Warmth,” *Observer-Dispatch (Utica, NY)*. 3 September 2006, 11A.

O’Neill, Mary B. – Qualitative Literacy Center


Ortabasi, Melek – Comparative Literature


Orvis, Steve – Government


Owen, Ann – Economics


Paquette, Robert – History


Paris, David – Government


Pearle, Philip - Physics


Phelan, Catherine – Communications


Pokinski, Deborah – Art History


Rabinowitz, Peter – Comparative Literature


Rabinowitz, Peter. “New All Over Again: José Serebrier Records the Glazunov Eighth.” Fanfare. 29, no. 3 (January/February 2006).

Ravven, Heidi – Religious Studies


Rayne, Todd - Geosciences


Redfield, Robert - Mathematics


Reynolds, Pat – Biology


Rivera, David – Government


Rivera, Sharon Werning – Government


Rivera-Cordero, Victoria – Hispanic Studies


Rohrbach, Emily – English


Rosmaita, Brian – Computer Science


Rowe, Monk – Music


Rubino, Carl – Classics

______, “It Was Their Destiny: Roman Power and Imperial Self-Esteem.” Amphora. 5, no. 2 (Fall 2006):10-11, 19.
Salzillo, Bill – Art


Savas, Minae – East Asian Languages and Literature


Schwartz, Janelle – Comparative Literature


Sciacca, Frank – Russian Studies


Seager, Richard – Religious Studies


Silversmith, Ann – Physics


Simon, Robert – Philosophy


Tampio, Nicholas – Government


Terrell, Katherine – English


________. “From Courtly Love to Court Poetics: Dunbar’s Petitions and the Scottish Transformation of Tradition.” Exemplaria. Recommended for publication following revision.

________. “Rethinking the ‘Corse in Clot’: Cleanliness, Filth, and Bodily Decay in Pearl.” Studies in Philology. 105 (Fall 2008): Forthcoming.

Tewksbury, Barbara – Geosciences


Thickstun, Margaret – English


Trivedi, Lisa – History


Urciuoli, Bonnie – Anthropology


Urgo, Joseph – Dean of Faculty


Vaughan, Jonathan – Psychology


Videras, Julio – Economics


Weldon, Douglas – Psychology


Williams, Chad – History

**Williams, Ernest – Biology**


**Williams, Jay – Religious Studies**


______. *The Voyage of Life*. Clinton, NY: Gwenfrewri Santes Press, 2006


**Wu, Stephen – Economics**


**Xu, De Bao – East Asian Language and Literature**


**Yao, Steven – English**


**Zylan, Yvonne – Sociology**